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GLOWING GULBARGA  
Dear friends, 

 

Good morning  

 

You all must accept and are experienced too that you would feel like a fresh surge of adrenaline which 

drives away any amount of fatigue both physically and mentally when your dear ones are doing 

something very dear to you. 

 

I must accept that the visit of Gulbarga is always infuse a fresh energy in me and many of the popular 

initiatives have budded from there only. 

 

Yes friends, the hectic five hours drive in the summer night which keeps the Hyderabad radiates heat to 

Dry Gulbarga landed us in Gulbarga by 01 00 am but all the tiredness has gone when heard CBOA 

ZINDABAD slogan filled the air even in that midnight. 

 

More than 50 youths belong to various parts of the country assembled to receive us then. 

 

Drive was also smooth and loveable because the brand new innova was driven by Mr Satheesh an 

young AEO who acquired that car on the previous day. 

 

Morning, 9 am breakfast was hosted by the Regional secretary Thimma reddy at his house and taking 

the breakfast with all the office bearers around was an experience. 

 

Followed by hectic meeting with the executives and the branch visits, ultimately reached a village of 

our beloved Sonateji retires on the month end. 

In the airy night and in semi darkness Sonateji served few Jowar rotis with huge love. Under the mango 

tree, discussing the Genesis of trade union movement in the Banking Industry with more than 50 young 

officers over the dinner cannot be expressed and it has only to be experienced. 

Reached Gulbarga again by 12 00 in the midnight and morning break fast was hosted by Mr Rathore an 

another committed CANPAL to a batch of office bearers was also an memorable experience. 

 

Followed by the members meet which was attended by 97% of the members of the Gulbarga and 

Raichur Regions which was attended by the  Regional head Mr Ranganna  also who carries the entire 

team so brilliantly, we had brain storming session. 

 

Evening dinner was hosted by Mr Sonateji and it is indeed a feast to see his family consists of his two 

brilliant daughters and son in laws have received the team of Office bearers with an abundant love and 

affection. 

 

Morning 3 00 am we started from Gulbarga and after four hours drive, I am in Hyderabad to proceed to 

Chennai now. 



 

 

Dear friends, you must have noticed a fact that the spirit and principles of our CANPAL movement 

BROTHERHOOD is wholly practiced in Gulbarga and the benefits are 

 

Happiness, Satisfaction and ultimately the sense of Belongingness to own both the Bank and CBOA 

and thus they achieved 10 parameters besides 100% membership. 

 

The enthusiasm expressed by the cadres is unexplainable that I am yet to come out  from the successive 

explosive but pleasant shocks experienced. 

When many regions could not execute the announcement of acquiring the holiday homes which was 

announced a year back, the CBOA could not say “NO” to Gulbarga when they approached in mass to 

acquire a brand new holiday home in Gulbarga for CBOA. 

 

Yes friends, yesterday itself we have identified a brand new five bedrooms flats within our overall 

budget of 25 lacs which would be ready in another six months in the medical city where huge number 

of our officers are visiting for treatment. 

 

This Gift to Gulbarga is a RECOGNITION TO THE RESPONSIVE MEMBERS AND A RESPECT 

TO OUR REVERENT SONATEJI who lays down his office in the month end. 

 

The enthusiastic and the responsive assembly of youth gave me an another new initiative to be 

introduced in CBOA which will be elaborated in the next letter. 

 

BIG SALUTES TO THE  ARCHITECT OF ENTIRE TWO DAYS PROCEEDINGS OUR DEAR 

RAVI- AN AMAZING YOUTH WITH AWESOME QUALITIES AND INITIATIVES. 

 

FLAW FREE BANKING  

FRAUD FREE BANK 

 

CBOA ZINDABAD  

 

MANIMARAN G V 

General Secretary 

 


